Agricultural Newsletter
Industrial Hemp Update

January 2018

The Wisconsin state legislature has recently passed a bill allowing industrial
hemp to be grown in Wisconsin. The bill has been signed by the Governor and
we are waiting for the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and
Consumer Protection to publish the rules for growing industrial hemp.

UW-Extension extends the resources
of the University of Wisconsin system
to the people of Barron County.

Here are a few things that do know about industrial hemp at this time. The bill
requires the following:
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The Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection
(WIDATCP) will issue licenses for growing and processing industrial hemp.
Anticipate the final rule to be published in early March 2018.



Industrial hemp is defined as the plant Cannabis sativa with no more the
0.3 percent THC on a dry matter basis.



Applicants for a license must provide the GPS coordinates of the land on
which industrial hemp is grown and must pay a fee for the license.



WIDATCP must obtain a criminal history search on each applicant. If the
applicant has been convicted of violating the controlled substance law,
they will be prohibited from receiving a license to grow industrial hemp.



Persons with a license to grow industrial hemp must report all sales of
industrial hemp.



If a plant being grown for industrial hemps test at a higher concentration
of tetrahydrocammabinol (THC) than 1.0 percent, the entire crop will be
seized and destroyed.
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The Wisconsin industrial hemp law does not change federal law. Growing and
possessing the plant cannabis is generally prohibited by federal law.
Potential yields and processing methods, along with farmer costs and returns,
are important considerations when evaluating industrial hemp as a potential
cash crop. Revenue is dependent on yields and market prices.

While industrial hemp proponents boast the many uses of hemp seed and
fiber, currently the most common use for industrial hemp is in the seed. Hemp
seed and the oils extracted are used to produce health foods, organic body
care, and other nutraceuticals. The seed is also used in granola, cereal,
protein powder and bread.
There is some question as to whether hemp fibers can be profitably processed
in the United States. The technologies used to process hemp fiber have not
changed much since the “war years” of the 1940’s when hemp was used for
rope production. Hemp fiber processing will require capital investment and
knowledgeable workers. Research is under way to streamline harvesting,
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retting, and fiber separation, but those technological
breakthroughs have yet to occur.

Industrial Hemp Enterprise—Alberta Ministry of
Agriculture www1.agric.gov.ab.ca/$department/deptdocs.nsf/all/ag
dex126

China is the largest industrial hemp producing,
processing and exporting country in the world
estimated to account for nearly 20 percent of all
industrial hemp globally. Canada has been producing
industrial hemp since the 1990’s and dominates the
North American market.

Purdue Industrial Hemp Project—
https://dev.purduehemp.org/hemp-production/
Industrial Hemp from Seed to Market—Cornell
Cooperative Extension—
ccetompkins.org/resources/industrial-hemp-from-seedto-market /

Barron County farmers interested in trying to grow
industrial hemp should buy seed only from reputable
sellers and be sure to have a contract to sell your
crop with a processor before you plant.

National Hemp Association website—
http://nationalhempassociation.org/

Check the following websites for reliable information
on industrial hemp production:

Industrial Hemp Research Program—University of
Vernont Extension—
www.uvm.edu/extension/cropsoil/hemp

Commission on Ag Scholarship Available
The Barron County Commission on Agriculture is
pleased to announce its 2018 Scholarship Program. The
Commission on Agriculture offers $750 scholarships to
students currently enrolled in post high school education
or to students planning to pursue post high school
education. Preference may be given to students planning
to study in agricultural and natural resources related
majors and programs. Applicants whose families are
engaged in agricultural businesses may also be given
preference in the selection process.
Scholarship applications are available from the
Barron County UW-Extension Office, high school
agricultural instructors and school guidance counselors.

Applications for the scholarship are due at the
Barron County UW-Extension Office by April 2, 2018.
Funds used for the Barron County Commission on
Agriculture Scholarship come from the proceeds of the
sale of the Barron County Lime Quarry. The Commission
on Agriculture encourages and accepts donations to the
scholarship fund and other activities of the Commission
that promote agriculture.
For more information contact the Barron County
UW-Extension Office, at 715-537-6250.

Farm Record Books Available
As 2018 begins, farmers close their financial
books for the past year and promise themselves that
they will do a better job of recordkeeping next year.

non-farm businesses. Barron County UW-Extension has the
“Wisconsin Farm Account and Record Book” available for
$6.900 per copy.

For those producers who still prefer hand
recordkeeping systems, the “Wisconsin Farm
Account and Record Book” has been around for
many years and it is still the preferred farm
accounting system for some farmers. This farm
account book features a double-entry accounting
system and also contains feed inventory charts along
with sections for tracking family living expenses and

There are a number of very good computerized
agricultural software packages can help farmers not only
track financial performance, these programs will also
monitor feed inventories and calculate wage statements for
employees. There are also “off-the-shelf” accounting
software systems designed for small businesses that can be
modified for farm businesses.
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Best Management Practices for Growing
2nd or 3rd Year Soybeans
By Shawn Conley, Soybean Specialist, University of
Wisconsin

economic sustainability). Short-term profitability may
drive some farmers to consider planting more soybeans in
Before we start, we fully acknowledge our title, “Best
Management Practices for growing second or third year 2018. Data from our long-term rotation experiment
soybeans” is a bit misleading as we do not advocate this clearly shows the benefit of crop rotation to the soybean
practice (its not a BMP!) but we thought we could sucker crop. It is amazing that after 5 years of corn, it only took 3
years of continuous soybean for the yield to drop to
you into reading this article if it had an enticing title!
within 7% of continuous soybean (20+ years) yield levels
- S. Conley
whereas 2nd year soybean yielded within 5% of soybean in
a corn-soybean rotation. We could hypothesize then that
Soybean and corn growers are questioning their
rd
soybean (in our
profitability of cropping plans for 2018. At the same time the yield of the 3 year of continuous
nd
experiment)
would
be
similar
to
a
2
year
of soybean in a
the USDA has announced that U.S. soybean acres in 2018
corn
soybean
(C-S-S)
rotation.
Our
data
clearly
shows that
will surpass U.S. corn acres. These acres have to come
from somewhere and many of them will be from second- 3 or more years of continuous soybean gives you a 7+ bu
per acre hit when compared to a corn-soy rotation and
year soybean.
moves you close to that of continuous soybean. In short,
With all that being said here are some recommendations you are setting your long-term profitability up for a hit. So
what do you do? If it were my land I would stick to my
to consider:
nd
Balancing short-term versus long-term profitability (i.e. rotations on my owned land and consider 2 year
soybeans on the rented ground.
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Be aware that soybean after soybean will alter the pest
complexes in your fields. Some of these alterations may
take years to undo as you will be making a long-term impact on your soil and resulting soil health. Also don’t automatically think that simply adding a cover crop to this S-S
rotation will “fix” these issues.
Plant a different variety than was planted in that field last
Test for SCN and select SCN resistant varieties. SCN proliferates in long-term soybean cropping systems.
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Keep seeding rates lower if white mold was a problem in
the field
Use a seed treatment at the max a.i. fungicide rate.
Use a pre-emergence herbicide and use multiple modes
of action. If you had weed escapes, expect even larger
problems in soybean after soybean.

Soil sample and replace K if needed: I know growers are
going to want to cut back on inputs but 2017 brought us
Be prepared to scout your fields more intensively to get
above trend yield. An 80 bushel soybean crop meant you
ahead of any disease problems. Increased disease pressure removed ~98 pounds per acre of K20 equivalent fertilizer.
may provide an opportunity to see yield responses from
Growers often routinely rely on carryover fertilizers for
fungicides and insecticides. You may need to include these soybean when rotated with well-fertilized corn. Soybean
costs into your original economic decisions.
after soybean may require additional fertilizer, especially
K.

Revolution Plastics—Free Ag Plastic Recycling Program
Revolution Plastics plastic recycling program is going
strong and they believe they have kept over 3,000,000
lbs. of ag plastics out of landfills, or from being burned on
the farm, every month.

to see unacceptable levels of contamination in the
dumpsters.
The issues range from tires to hundreds of pounds of mud
and silage. They have begun the process of removing
dumpsters from non-compliant participants.
Revolution Plastics currently has over 4,400 dumpsters on Beginning November 6th, 2017 Revolution Plastics
farms and farms continue to sign up to participate in the launched their “Recapture Bag” program.
program daily. They are operating out of 5 locations
This program will allow farms of all sizes to participate in
across WI and MN and their Madison, WI baling facility
ag plastic recycling.
and regional headquarters are fully operational.
The bags will be sold through dealers and once filled will
be collected by the same Revolution Plastics team that
They anticipate the program will continue to grow in 2018 services the dumpsters across the Midwest.
and we are expecting another great year. There some
For more information visit Revolution Plastics website at
challenges to the program however. They are continuing Revolution Plastics.com.

Level One Manure Applicator Training
Level One Manure applicator Training program to be held
Monday, March 26, 2018 from 12:30 – 3:00 p.m. in Room
110 on first floor in the Barron County Government, 335
E. Monroe Ave., Barron, WI.
This training is designed for custom manure
haulers and their employees, however the program is a
great training opportunity for any dairy or livestock
farmer and your key employees.

The topics to be covered include:
 Manure spill response
 Nutrient management regulations
 Manure spreading maps
 Manure Applications safety
There is no fee for this program and preregistration is not required. Please contact Kim Grover at
the Barron County Government Center if you have any
questions. Phone number: 715-537-6256.
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Understanding the Pipeline Right-of-Way
America has an extensive network of gas and liquids
pipelines including buried pipelines and aboveground
facilities like valves, pumps, meter, and compressor
stations. Since pipelines run cross-country to deliver
products over long distances, the network has many
neighbors. Pipelines run under roads, across fields,
through parks, and may be close to homes, businesses,
schools, or other community areas. Pipelines are found in
an area called the Right-of-Way (ROW).

A pipeline ROW is a strip of
land over and around a gas or
liquids pipeline where some of
the property owner’s legal right
have bben ceded to a pipeline
operator. A ROW agreement
between the pipeline company
and the property owner is also
called an easement and is
usually filed in the county
Register and Recorders office
with property deeds.
Written agreements, or
casements, between
landowners and pipeline
operators allow the companies
to construct and maintain
pipeline ROW across privately
owned property. Most
pipelines are buried below
gro9und in a ROW, which
allows the landowner to still
use the property in most cases.
Many ROWs range from 25-150
feet wide, but may be wider or
narrower depending on specific
locations.

walls. Hydrostatic tests are also routinely performed. The
pipeline if filled with water to higher than operating
pressures to look for potential leaks. Prior to pigging or
hydrotesting natural gas pipelines, controlled releases are
performed. The release may cause a loud roaring sound
and lingering gas odor in the surrounding area. Since
these activities are conducted under carefully controlled
circumstances, they pose no danger to local citizens or the
environment.

Rights–of-Way are regularly
cleared to allow for:
Aerial Surveillance:
Aerial patrols are regularly conducted to detect
threatening excavation activities within the
pipeline ROW and visually search for potential
leaks.

Routine Maintenance Access:
Pipeline maintenance workers regularly maintain
valves, meters, and other aboveground facilities;
permanent pipeline markers are replaced or reinstalled to keep contact information present;
and pipe to ground corrosion surveys are
performed.

Corrosion Protection
Tree roots can wrap around a pipeline, damaging
the protective coating of the pipeline. This
damage compromised efforts to avoid pipeline
corrosion.

Emergency Response Access:
Clear access to the pipeline allows for prompt
response in the event of an emergency.

It is important for landowners
and pipeline operators to work
together t keep the ROW safe.
If gate locks are changed or
changes are made to ROW
access, it is the responsibly of
the landowner to communicate
with the operator.
Right-of-Way Use Restrictions
The pipeline ROW must remain
clear of anything that clocks
access to the area. The ROW
agreement spells out the land
use restrictions fro property
owners. Normal gardening and
agricultural activities are
generally acceptable, but you
should never dig or construct
anything within the easement
without first contacting the
pipeline operator. Fences
across the ROW can affect
corrosion protection and
restrict access, buildings or
trees can impair visibility.
Pipeline operators are happy to
share their company’s
construction guidelines, so open
communication is important.

Right-of-Way Maintenance
Activities
The highest priority for every pipeline company is safety–
the safety of the public, the pipeline, employees, and
environment. To keep pipelines safe, operators monit0or
pipelines 24 house a day/7 days a week in control rooms
but they also monitor pipelines from the air and on foot to
look for potential leaks, maintenance needs, and
excavation taking place near the pipeline ROW.

Pipeline ROW’s can be identified by the pipeline markers
which include the name of the operator, emergency
contact information, and a general description of the
product in the pipeline. Pipeline markers only indicate the
general location of buried pipelines, so they should never
by used as a reference for the exact location of a pipeline.

Pipelines are routinely inspected and frequently use
advanced technology like “smart pigs” that run through
the pipeline and look for corrosion, dents, and thinning

For the safety of the excavator, the pipeline, and the
environment, you need to call 811 prior to any soildisturbing activity, especially within the pipeline ROW.
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Holstein Breeders Annual Meeting
The Barron County Holstein Breeders Association will hold their annual meeting on Thursday, February 1, at 11:45
am at Barron Electric Coop, 1434 State Hwy 25 N., Barron, WI 54812.
A complimentary meal will be served followed by a business meeting. The business meeting will include a review of
2016 activities as well as planning for the upcoming year.

A Representative from the State Holstein Office will be present. R.S.V.P. to Dean Frisle at 715-455-1212 or
Jeff Wille at 715-234-4593 by January 29th.

Milk Quality Honor Roll—December
HERD NAME

#COWS

SCC (1,000) HERD NAME

#COWS

SCC (1,000)

5

31

Jerry and Tricia Smith

3

24

Kahl Farms

Kahl Farms

5

35

Mike and Lori Boesl

276

45

River Valley Dairy LLC

115

61

Gehl Acres Farm

141

64

Marshland Farms

111

76

Gehl Acres Farm

140

78

Stuart Tireman

27

82

Kuhl Acres IV LLV

86

83

Toft Farms Inc.

71

86

Dority Valley Dairy

104

94

Fowler Dairy

70

97

Sunkrest Dairy

45

105

Kevin Splett

51

106

Turner Dairy LLC

205

108

Rod Ray

61

125

Pepst Farms Inc.

186

133

Chuck and Kathy Solum

74

125

Breezy Hill Dairy

695

137

Bill and Norma Rousar

48

137

Friendshuh Farms LLC

937

137

Daryl Alexander

32

138

David Bandli

43

140
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Cash Rent in Barron County and Wisconsin
The Barron County UW-Extension Office is often looked
to by landlords, tenants, and agricultural professionals
for information about land rental rates. In order to
provide accurate cash rent data for Barron County, the
UW-Extension Office conducts a cash rent survey each
year. Results of the 2017 UW-Extension Farmland Rent
Survey indicate that the average cash rental rates for
cropland in Barron County increased from $72 per acre
in 2016 to $ 76 per acre in 2017.

This article provides some historical perspective on
rental rates actually paid by farmers and rental trends
over the past ten years. The data reported in the survey
indicates trends and are not meant to establish,
determine, or set rental rates. These survey results
should be used only as a guideline when discussing land
rental rates. T

Land rental rates continue to be of interest to
landowners and operators. It is a challenge to determine
what is the fair market value for farmland rent.

The Barron County UW-Extension Office is grateful to all
of the producers and landlords who completed the
survey and returned it. Thank you!

Cash Farm and Rent in Barron County and Wisconsin - 2007 - 2017.
Barron County

Wisconsin

Year

Average

Average**

2017

$76

$139

2016

$72*

$137

2015

$75

$134

2014

$84*

$135

2013

$71*

$124

2012

$65

$112

2011

$59

$96

2010

$53

$87

2009

$49

$84

2008

$50

$82

2007

$44

$72

*Data supplied by National Agricultural Statistics Service
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Farmland productivity has an important impact on the land’s potential rent value. Table 2. illustrates the potential
yield premium between farmland with an estimated corn yield of 150 bushels per acre or more as compared to
farmland with corn yield estimated to be less than 150 bushels per acre. The increased value of higher producing
farmland in 2015 was $12/acre and was $15/acre greater in 2017.

Table 2. Cash rent for non-irrigated farmland in Barron County WI during the 2015 and 2017
growing seasons.
Item

2015

2017

Average Rent

$75/acre

$76/acre

Mode (most commonly occurring value reported)

$100/acre

$100/acre

Median (median value reported)

$75/acre

$75/acre

138 bu/acre

150bu/acre

Average rent on parcels with est. corn yield less than 150 bu./acre

$69/acre

$65/acre

Average rent on parcels with est. corn yield greater than 150 bu./acre

$81/acre

$80/acre

Average rent on parcels with no est. corn yield reported

$80/acre

$79/acre

Estimated Yield corn yield on reported parcels

The data reported in the survey indicates trends and are not meant to establish or set rental rates. These
survey results should be used only as a guideline when discussing land rental rates. Actual cash rental rates should
be based on projected returns, soil quality, and other factors such as those listed in the following Table 3.

Table 3. Factors to Consider for Cash Rental Rates
1. Crop Returns – the potential profit or net return from crop production should be considered in
cash rental rate determination. (Know your cost of production)
2. Land Quality – know the soil types on a farm and what the productive capability of that land is.
3. Base Acres— A farm's crop-specific acreage of wheat, feed grains, rice, or oilseeds eligible used for FSA
program purposes may have an impact on the cropland cash rent value.
3. Drainage – it is important to know the drainage capabilities on a farm. It is also important to
determine if the farm includes “wetlands” or “highly erodible” land, as designated by the
National Resources Conservation Service. This could affect future drainage and cropping practices.
4. Previous Crops, Herbicides, and Fertility – cropping history and past herbicide usage can limit
your crop options in the coming year. Soil fertility levels are often overlooked. Farms with high
soil test levels for phosphorus and potassium will require considerable less fertilizer for crop
production, and this may have more rental value.
5. Previous History – the working relationship and previous experiences between landlord and
tenant are often an important factor in determining final cash rental rates.
6. The “Going Rate” – the typical or average cash rental rates in an area is also used to
determine final rental rates. The Cash Rental Survey conducted by the Barron County UWExtension Office should be helpful when studying rent trends and background information.
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2018 Annual CAFO Update
An update meeting for WPEDES permitted CAFO owners & managers, nutrient management plan writers, and
engineers.
Tuesday, February 13, 2018 - Eau Claire, Clarion Hotel - Campus Area (2703 Craig Rd, Eau Claire, 54701)
7:00 am - Registration opens
7:25 am - Breakfast buffet line opens
Cost for the breakfast and meeting is $35 if registered before Monday, February 5, and $45 after February 5.
8:00 DNR Update and Implication for Permit Holders
Tom Bauman, DNR CAFO Program
8:40 Spill Response -- Roles and Responsibilities
DNR Regional Staff
9 am NMP Update – Manure Hauling Audit Review & Manure Distribution
Aaron O’Rourke, DNR Nutrient Management Specialist
9:40 Break
9:50 Submission of forms/reports via Sharepoint - review the process
Claire Freix, DNR Intake Specialist
10:20 180-Day Storage Calculations Review
DNR Engineer
10:45 DNR panel
11:15 Automated Calf Feeding ICPA Data
2020 Eau Claire Farm Technology Days Update
Mark Hagedorn, UW-Extension
11:50

Adjourn

Meal served 25 minutes before start time. Registration opens 45 minutes before start time. For more information
contact: UW-Extension Office, 227 1st Street W., Altoona, WI 54720. Phone number: 715-839-4712. Please
register by Monday, February 5, 2018. Registration fee of $35 includes breakfast and meeting materials.
Registrations received postmarked after February 5, 2018, and registrations at the door with be $45.
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Economic Forecast for Corn Production Next Season
By Joe Lauer, Corn Specialist, University of Wisconsin.
As we move into February, plans become more and
more firm for the 2018 production season. There is still
quite a bit of time before planters start rolling in the
field, but some key decisions need to be made now at
the kitchen table. Projecting prices and potential yields
are where many farmers begin. The next step is to
calculate production costs and see if gross revenues
(price x yield) are greater than costs.
Projected prices for 2018 crop insurance policies will not
be set until February for corn and soybean grown in the
Midwest. Likewise corn and soybean acreage intentions
will not be compiled until the end of March. However,
current levels of futures contracts provide estimates of
2018 projected prices.
Projected prices are used to set minimum guarantees for
Revenue Protection (RP). Also, the projected price sets
the payment on yield shortfalls associated with Yield
Protection (YP). Once set, projected prices determine the
overall level of revenue and yield protection offered by
crop insurance.
Projected prices are set using futures contracts and vary
from year-to-year based on market conditions. For corn
grown in Midwest states, the projected price is the
average of settlement prices of the December Chicago
Mercantile Exchange (CME) contract during the month of
February. For soybeans grown in Midwest states, the
projected price is the average of settlement prices of the
November CME contract during the month of February.
Projecting potential yields are difficult due to weather
and management challenges. Using your actual
production history (APH) for each farm can help to
develop realistic yield projections. However, we know
yields are advancing at the rate of 1.5 to 3.0 bu/A per
year. So knowing upper limits of production can also
help. The map to the right indicates the highest recorded
yields by county as reported as reported by the National

Highest recorded corn yields (bu/A) in Wisconsin
counties as reported in the NCGA yield contest

Corn Growers Association Corn Yield Contest.
It is difficult to predict the economics of corn production
for the coming growing season. A grower has little
control over price, but can begin to lock in prices using
futures contracts. Of course a lot can happen yet
between now and harvest.
A grower has somewhat more control over cost of
production on their farm. In a year with low corn price
predictions, every input from management must be
reviewed to lower cost of production. In some years,
growing corn may not be the best option.

We teach, learn, lead and serve, connecting people with the
University of Wisconsin, and engaging with them in
transforming lives and communities.
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Extension Enters nEXT Generation
Over the course of calendar year 2018, Wisconsin
residents will begin noticing changes to the University
of Wisconsin Cooperative Extension at both the state
and county levels. Extension is in the midst of
realigning how county Extension agents and state
specialists serve Wisconsin farmers, 4-H members and
volunteers, and people seeking advice on family living,
community development and horticulture.
Cooperative Extension is moving from a single-county
delivery system to a multi-county areas to deliver
educational programming. Areas are most often 3-5
county groups, supervised by an Area Extension
Director. Some Extension educators will be providing
educational programming in multiple counties while
other educators will be work in just one county
depending on the needs the educational needs as
identified by the county.
Barron County UW-Extension is part of Area 2 in the
reorganization plan. Area 2 consists of Barron, Burnett,
Rusk, Sawyer and Washburn counties. Under the new
plan Barron County will be served by one full time
agricultural educator. Burnett, Sawyer and Washburn

counties will share one full time agricultural educator
and Rusk County has indicated they do not wish to have
an agricultural educator.
The five counties in Area 2 will all have 4-H Youth
Development educators and Family Living educators
though not all of counties will have full time educators
in these positions. Burnett, Washburn and Sawyer
counties will have Community Development educators
also.
To help manage the $3.6 million budget cut,
Cooperative Extension created a voluntary separation
incentive program for faculty members who met certain
retirement eligibility requirements. Several long-serving
agricultural educators are participating in the program
and will be leaving their positions during the next
several months.
Decisions to refill these positions will depend upon the
needs of the county. Cooperative Extension is working
with local county governments to prioritize re-filling
vacancies.

Pesticide Training Schedule
Barron: Self-study option is available. Stop by the Barron County UW-Extension Office in the Barron County Government Center to pick up the training materials. Study the training materials and schedule a time with Kim to
take the open-book exam at the Extension Office. Call 537-6256 for more details.
Menomonie: Wednesday, February 7th and Monday, February 26th, 9:30 AM, Dunn County Community Services
Building, Menomonie. Cost: $40.00

Chippewa County: February 22 – 9:30 am to 3:30 pm, Lake Holcombe; March 22 – 9:30 am to 3:30 pm, Courthouse,
Rm 003, Chippewa Falls.
Altoona: Tuesday, February 27th, 9:30 am to 3:30 pm, Eau Claire County Resource Center. Cost: $40.00
Spooner: Wednesday, March 14th, @Spooner Ag Research Station, 9:30 am – 3:00 pm. Cost: $30.00
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